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ABSTRACT

The problem of global tilt arises when the downgoing light from an artificial guide star traces in reverse the upgoing laser
beam. The problem also exists if the upgomg beam is in the radio, since we still cannot determine its absolute position to the
required accuracy. We propose a way to solve this problem by tracing the tails of the artificial guide star. Radio pulses
breaking down the air into visible plasma create the beacon, and each pulse uses the residue plasma of its predecessor to
restart the break down. As the radio beams wander on their way up, the new spot will not overlap perfectly with the previous
one. Thus, the spot will have a small trail, which can help trace the history of the tilt. Comparison of the measurement of the
previous pulse to the tail of the new one will provide the differential movement of the downgoing beam. Integrating this
movement will yield the absolute pulse location. Cumulative errors are reduced by comparison to weak nearby natural guide
stars. We ran simulations of the process, where we include random atmospheric tilts for the radio beam. We also checked the
effect of intentional nutations of the upgomg beam and the effects of atmospheric winds on the plasma spot, as well as
detection noise. We fitted the measured signal to the head and tail of each spot, and found their difference, which amounts to
the change in tilts since the last pulse. We integrated this difference to find the absolute tilt We show that indeed the tail trail
can be traced to yield information about the tilt.
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1. THE GLOBAL TILT PROBLEM

When we produce an artificial guide star, we send a beam up from the telescope or its vicinity, and scatter it off a high layer
in the atmosphere. The scattering can be off dust (Raleigh guide star) or sodium atoms (sodium guide star), at elevations up to
30 km and 90 km. respectively. The scattered light, also known as the artificial beacon, serves to measure the atmosphere
between the beacon and the telescope. Unfortunately, it traces itselfback into the telescope, and thus errors on the scale of the
telescope aperture (namely tip and tilt of the beam) cannot be retrieved using this method. On scales finer than this global
scale, the problem does not exist.

It is of interest to apply this method also to the radio regime, where a beacon could be used to phase either the elements ofa
single dish telescope or the different elements of the interferometer. However, if the problem of the global tilt cannot be
solved, there is not much point in applying it, since most of the problems do lie in the regime of low atmospheric modes.

There have been a number of suggestions as to how to solve this problem, and most of them involve geometrical separation
of the ascending and descending beams'7, by placing either one of them outside the telescope. However, a different method
was also proposed which uses the sweeping of the beacon on the sky7. According to this method, as the atmosphere sweeps
the beacon across the sky, it leaves behind a trace of the former beacon. Comparison of the current and previous beacons
provides a clue to the direction and amount of sweeping of the beam. Since the creating beam is pulsed, the separate spots are
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the time trace of that series of beacons, and its integration should yield the absolute tilt When the signal gets cluttered with
noise, the cumulative error grows. At this stage, it is possible to anchor the time trace back to the background stars. Since the
global tilt is measured, weaker stars (and hence more of them) can be compared to.

Unfortunately, the trace of a laser rde be it Raleigh or sodium, is too short to be useful. This is because the time
between pulses is a few picoseconds . A solution can be found in using radio guide stars.

2. RADIO GUIDE STARS

Laser guide stars suffer from a number of drawbacks, not the least of them is their proximity to the observing telescope. For
this reason and others, radio guide stars were proposed as an alternative. Instead of exciting or scattering light off atoms or
dust, intense radio beams break down the air and create visible plasma. which serves as the . Two or more beams
interfere above the telescope, and the higher intensity at the fringes creates plasma fringes, which are then observed for
tomographic correction of the atmosphere. In addition, they can serve to phase long baseline optical interferometers, in a
similar manner to laser guide stars12 Notice that such radio guide stars can also serve to phase radio telescope dishes or radio
interferometers1 3-1 5 Errors in the radio telescopes themselves, and between the telescopes, are due to imperfect phasing and
atmospheric effects, just as they are in the visible regime.

The usefulness of tracking the beacon in the radio is due the requirement for minimum energy expenditure for maintenance of
the plasma spot. Traces of ionized species make it much easier to start a new breakdown, and pulsed energy is thus more
efficient than continuous . The time between pulses depends strongly on the elevation of the layer where the plasma is
created, between 40 and 90 km for astronomical purposes.. However, it is in the range of few milliseconds, say, at the
elevation of 60 km. This is more compatible with typical time scales in adaptive optics.

Winds1 ', which can reach 40 mIs, might carry away the plasma beacon, and leave no trace of residual plasma for the next
pulse. If the new pulse is swept a large fraction of the spot itself (say 0.4 m out of a 1 m spot), it iseasier to separate for the
method proposed here (provided the wind keeps its direction and speed). If it is carried too far, it is possible to find a nearby
elevation where it will be much reduced' ' . Normal atmospheric conditions will carry it randomly by about 0. 1 m, in which
case it might be necessary to wiggle the plasma spots by changing the relative phases between the interfering radio beams.
Notice that all these displacements of the plasma spots do not exceed the isoplanatic angle: the two most recent beacons are
seen through the same atmosphere.

3. TRACING THE RAYS

Let the ascending beam wander at an angle i9 compared to its nominal position. When the pulses are spaced T seconds

apart, the angle of the beam will change between the th pulse and its predecessor by i— ni Let the intensity pattern

returned from a single pulse be of the shape G ; such a shape can be close to Gaussian. If the intensity of the spot drops by a

factor 1 between pulses, then the intensity pattern will be I (t) I (t —nr) = ty'G s(t., ). At each pulse we

measure the intensity pattern and deduce from it the distance between the latest two angles i9 . Summing over this finite

difference will provide the time trace of the global tilt angle .

We compared different methods to extract the two most recent beacons:

1. CLEAN
We first identified the brightest point in the pattern. This is the approximate location of the current spot. We subtract a
Gaussian (of the known shape of the spot) from the intensity pattern, and locate the previous spot as being the next brightest
point again. This is similar to the CLEAN algorithm used to deconvolve radio maps. The method is only accurate to within an
integer pixel, because of the location method.
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2. Single fit and residue
We fitted (using an optimization program) one Gaussian to the image, and subtracted it as before. Next, we found the center
of mass of the residual. This method is not limited to an accuracy of integer pixels.

3. Double fit
The first two methods suffer from bias in the choice of the first spot, a bias introduced by the nearby second spot. To avoid
this bias, we fitted two Gaussians simultaneously.

4. Intensity moments
Another way to tell the new and old spots apart is by comparing the first moment of the intensity pattern and the first moment
the square of the intensity pattern. Because the older spot is weaker, it will show less on the squared image. Let 77 be the

decay ratio, and x1 and x2 the coordinate moments of the intensity and its square. The locations of the old and new spots are

—8 = (x1 _x2)/[n2 /(1+2)_/(1÷)j. = x1 —( _2 /(1+2)
5. Coordinate moments
We used the first and second coordinate moments of the elongated spot. Assuming a Gaussian profile for each spot, we found
the analytical values of these moments along the two Cartesian axes. Thus we could find the locations of the two recent spots
and hence their separation. Since these moments have central symmetry, including the location of the brightest spot in the
pattern broke it. As in the pervious analysis scheme, the signal was corrupted when earlier spots were present, reducing the
accuracy of the fit. Let a be the standard deviation of the Gaussian spot, and 17 the decay ratio. If x and x2 are the first

and second coordinate moments, and x3 the location of the brightest spot, then the old and new spots are at

= — sii(x — x1(—x — 2
x2)i ; 6 = (i÷)—

6. Sharpened CLEAN
Since the spots tend to merge, it is possible to sharpen the images digitally. We used a Wiener deconvolution scheme, in
which the theoretical shape of the spot was used as the object, and the noise has Poisson sttiti67 . In the Fourier domain
the deconvolved image is

'deconv = tsourceS* /S +)
where 1deconv, lsource and S are the Fourier transforms of the deconvolved image, the original image, and the spot profile. n is
the mean power spectrum of the noise. After deconvolution, the brightest and next brightest spots were identified, as in the
first method.

4. SIMULATIONS

We tested the different analysis methods by way of a computer simulation. We created a beacon at the center of a 64 m
square field, where each pixel is 1 m across. The beacon has a Gaussian whose standard deviation was typically 3 m. We
moved the beacon in this field according to a Kolmogorov spectrum of the tilt. Since the natural tilt is small relative to the
spot size, it is difficult to separate the two points with some of the methods. Thus, we tried larger tilts (standard deviation of
the jitter up to 4 m). Random wind was not included, and constant wind or intentional nutation (for larger traces) are
equivalent (for simulation purposes) to large jitter values.

The movement of the beam was simulated by adding newer spots, with the older ones decaying. The old image was
multiplied by a decay factor between 0.2 and 0.8 before adding new spot. Poisson noise was added to the spots, varying
between simulations of 10 to 1000 photons at the brightest pixel. On each of these images we found the two spots according
to all the methods described above. As the simulation advanced, we collected two lists, for the coordinates of the brighter and
weaker beacons. We then compared the true (input) tilts and the calculated ones, as well as the integrated paths.
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Figure 1. Simulation of a beacon with tail (642image) as a function of decay. Columns from left: noiseless images, noisy
images (maximum 40 photons/pixel), true location of the new and old spots (square and cross), and results of the six

processing methods.

We judged the methods according to their ability to locate the last two points, compared to the given (input) true values. In
addition, we compared the distance between these two dots (which is to be integrated) with the given true value. The best
methods was the second (single fit and center of mass of the residue), followed by the fourth (intensity moments), the third
(double fit). the sixth (sharpened CLEAN), and the first (simple CLEAN) and fifth (simple moments) at the bottom.

We found that not all decay values were acceptable. We assumed in the above calculations only two spots and ignored the
rest of the history. Hence, when the decay was weak and the tail was strong, the older images interfered with the results. This
could be remedied b using the old information in calculation of the new beacon: instead of assuming a single older spot. we
could instead use the measured image. as a whole, for the old spot. On the other hand, if the decay was too strong and the tail
too weak, the program had difficulty calculating the old image. The value of the decay can be tuned by changing the pulse
rate. Most methods fared better when the tail was weaker, except for the last two, where the location of the recent spot
slightly deteriorated with tail strength while the location of the previous spot was improved.

Poisson noise in the detection process plays a role in measurement of the beacons. Where we needed to find the brightest
point of the image. the noise could mislead the algorithm. In these cases, we smoothed the image prior to any further
processing. Although the beacon was assumed to have and maintain a Gaussian shape, it could conceivably be patchy. Thus
smoothing would be useful for this case as well. Despite the fact that most methods fared better at weaker traces. noise did
affect the answer. and we had to assume a minimum decay of 0.2.
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Figure 2. Standard deviation (in m) of the different methods as a function of decay. Run of 100 images, maximum 20 photons
per pixel. The standard deviations of the spots and of the jitter are 3 and 4 m (also 3 and 4 pixels). The six rowsshow the

difference between the true and calculated coordinates of the new spot. the old spot and their distance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed and simulated a method for obtaining the global tilt error when the artificial guide star fades slowly. We tested
the effects of different values of the noise, of the beam jitter, and of the beam decay on six processing methods. We compared
the standard deviations of the six methods, and found that some have better values than others. We feel that the method is
viable and can improve our knowledge of the global tilt.

However, we feel that other methods should also be applied, some of them a combination of the above methods or
improvements on them as propose above. In addition, other criteria should be used. The criterion of standard deviation that
we have used provides the smoothness of the function, which might be biased when the results are too small (the calculated
deviations are underestimated). In addition, more than one fringe will be visible, possibly four or more (for three
transmit1ers9'), and the effects of these should also be considered. Finally, it was shown18 before that prediction of the tilt
should improve its location. This is because it follows a standard Kolmogorov spectrum. Future tests should include this
knowledge as well.
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